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Credit Suisse Group AG
Q2 2020: Strong capital markets businesses more than offset
coronavirus disruption

In Q2 20201, Credit Suisse Group AG (CS, Baa2 positive2), the parent holding company of
Credit Suisse AG (A1 positive/A1 positive, baa23) reported4 pretax profits of CHF1.6 billion
and a net profit of CHF1.2 billion, up 19% and 24% year-over-year. These strong results were
supported by an 11% positive operating leverage at group level, allowing CS to put away
CHF296 million of additional loan loss provisions – offset by reversals on earlier write-downs
on loans and underwriting commitments5 and a one-time gain on an equity investment6. The
net return on tangible equity (ROTE) stood at 11.0% (Q2 2019: 9.7%), while the annualized
return on assets (RoA) stood at 0.56% (Q2 2019: 0.48%). The results underscore CS's
improved resilience following its 2015-18 restructuring program, helping it to withstand the
various impacts of the coronavirus-driven shock, and show the benefits of its favourable
business mix including lower exposure to unsecured lending.

Renewed strategic refinements aim to preserve current capital and return levels. CS
today announced various internal reorganizations, the most important being the formation
of a globally integrated Investment Bank (IB) targeted to consume about one third of group
risk-weighted assets, similar to today’s levels. CS will also combine its risk and compliance
function to improve controls; reduce fragmentation; and simplify the operating model in
this important area. The group will also establish a new board-level function focusing on
developing Sustainability, Research and Investment (SRI) solutions. Following these strategic
refinements, which will burden the bank with CHF300-CHF400 million of restructuring
charges over the next 12 months, CS expects to maintain its ROTE in a range of 10%-12%
and uphold a 12% Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) capital ratio. We view the announcements
as credit neutral, although they carry heightened execution risks in uncertain times.

Structurally lower cost base and revenue stability support profits. CS reported an
underlying 12% revenue growth year-over-year, driven by strong capital markets-related
businesses7, and stability in its Swiss and Asset Management businesses. Total adjusted
operating expenses only increased 2%, delivering positive operating leverage of 11%8 in Q2.

Capital and liquidity metrics increased sequentially. CS reported a BIS fully-applied CET1
capital ratio of 12.5% in the quarter, up 40 basis points (bps) sequentially and flat year-over-
year. Higher retained earnings and contained risk-weighted assets supported the bank's CET1
ratio above the group's revised 12% target level9. CS further reported a 4.0% CET1 leverage
ratio and 5.5% Tier 1 leverage ratio10 (Q2 2019: 4.1% and 5.3%, respectively) as well as an
improved Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) of 196% in Q2 2020, up from 182% in Q1 2020
(Q2 2019: 193%).

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1133212/Rate-this-research?pubid=PBC_1238206
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Detailed considerations
Refinements focus on stronger controls while maintaining return levels and resource consumption
As part of its second-quarter earnings release, CS announced various strategic initiatives around three key areas. The measures are
intended to secure CS's return on tangible equity around its current level (11% ROTE in Q2 2020; guidance range provided was
10-12%); maintain a CET1 capital ratio of approximately 12% and a CET1 leverage ratio of approximately 4%; and achieve a return on
regulatory capital (RORC) in its non-IB segments of greater than 20%.

To achieve these goals, CS expects to incur restructuring expenses of CHF300-CHF400 million within a year from now, and anticipates
the measures to yield approximately CHF400 million of annual savings from 2022 onwards, which it will reinvest into the businesses,
subject to market conditions.

1 Structural improvements
Following the split of the various investment banking and capital markets segments in 2015, CS will now (re-)create a global
Investment Bank (IB) segment11, operating on one platform and combining International Trading Solutions (ITS) with its Asian
equivalent (APAC Solutions) – creating Global Trading Solutions (GTS) – as well as creating a fully integrated global Equities platform.
CS will also combine its previously more fragmented and regionally-oriented origination and execution capabilities. Post all these
initiatives, which also involve an optimization of global risk oversight and technology enhancements, the IB aims to deliver an RORC of
at least 10%.

CS will also streamline its second line of defense by combining risk and compliance in one global function headed by Lara Warner. We
believe that the resulting more centralized set-up will be able to better respond to the group's complex risk management challenges
that occasionally led to an accumulation of smaller credit losses on higher-risk client transactions in the past. Provided this gets
executed well and supported by additional technology resources, the resulting less complex and less fragmented risk and compliance
organization could be beneficial to CS's overall control processes.

2 Growth in wealth management
Wealth management has taken a more prominent role in CS's business mix since it initiated its 2015-18 restructuring program. The
businesses, comprised of Asia Pacific (APAC), International Wealth Management (IWM) and the Swiss Universal Bank (SUB), are
currently consuming and are expected to continue to consume approximately two thirds of the group's risk-weighted assets and capital
deployed to them.

CS aims to invest parts of the aforementioned savings into new financial advisors to foster growth in ultra-high net worth (UHNW)
individuals over the next three years, and entrepreneur clients in Asia, as well as broaden its onshore franchises with a particular focus
on China. In IWM, CS targets to double the contribution of UHNW clients to revenue growth, also by collaboration with the IB, GTS
and its new sustainability hub (see below). In the SUB, CS aims to maintain the cost-to-income ratio in the mid-50s in the medium-
term (Q2 2020: 52.3%).

3 Implementing a sustainability strategy
CS will form a new executive board seat to be taken by former chief compliance officer Lydie Hudson to develop Sustainability,
Research and Investment (SRI) solutions that will cater to the increased client demand for sustainable finance, investment and
advisory. CS has further outlined it will limit its exposures to traditional oil and gas businesses as well as restrict lending to thermal coal
extraction and coal power; and refrain from financing related to offshore and onshore oil and gas projects in the Arctic region.

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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CS maintained - and sequentially improved - its CET1 capital ratio, staying above (revised) guidance levels
Credit Suisse improved its CET1 risk-based capital ratios during the quarter (Exhibit 1). Crisis-response programs being implemented by
the Federal Reserve and US Treasury, the European Central Bank and the Swiss National Bank, among others, are helping contain the
economic fallout and will collectively reduce risks to CS and other financial institutions' capital metrics.

Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) ratios and Tier 1 leverage ratios for Global Investment Banks, as of 30 June 2020
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Sources: Companies' results presentations and financials, Moody's Investors Service

However, should economic conditions not improve toward the end of 2020 and into 2021, this could exert strain on CS’s and its peers’
profitability and overall creditworthiness. Supported by strength in capital and liquidity, we believe CS is entering and likely passing
through this period from a position of strength and flexibility following the successful completion of its multi-year restructuring. CS
also announced measures to preserve its capital by splitting its 2019 dividend payment (a total of CHF678 million) into two parts to
be paid in May and late autumn this year, with the second cash distribution being subject to market and economic conditions. Its share
buyback program has been put on hold, but will be reviewed post CS's extraordinary general meeting (EGM) on 27 November 2020.

CS successfully managed its peer-leading liquidity profile through recent market volatility
CS reported a strong Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) of 196% in Q2 2020, an improvement from Q1 2020 (182%) and virtually flat
versus the prior-year quarter. The ratio continues to reflect its sound liquidity profile, and is further reflective of CS's conservative - and
proactive - management of group-wide liquidity. During the quarter, CS moved liquidity within the group, providing it with greater
liquidity resources at the level of the parent bank and higher high-quality liquid assets (HQLA) of CHF203 billion as of the end of the
second quarter, up from CHF162 billion in Q1 2020. The group's total loss-absorbing capacity (TLAC) further improved to CHF98.4
billion as of the end of the second quarter (Q2 2019: CHF87.2 billion), corresponding to a TLAC ratio of 32.8%, well above the 2020
regulatory requirement of 28.6%. At the same time, leverage exposures – including CHF104 billion of cash held at central banks – rose
to CHF940 billion from CHF898 billion in Q2 2019.

Higher provisions exert strain on pretax income, but ease off sequentially
In Q2 2020, a deteriorating economic outlook led to higher provisions for credit losses year-over-year (light blue bar in Exhibit 2),
although overall charges declined sequentially. As a result, profitability was fairly resilient to the pandemic's negative economic shock,
also owing to the bank's strong capital markets franchise adding to revenue growth for the group (see segmental results commentary
section). As of 30 June 2020, CS held CHF1.7 billion of allowances for credit provisions on its balance sheet, equivalent to a coverage
ratio of 51% on impaired credit exposures, and 56 bps of gross loans. The reserve levels are broadly in-line with peers reporting under
US-GAAP, yet below levels seen at CS's European peers, in part reflecting CS's above-average collateralization levels on its lending book
and very low expected lifetime losses on its Swiss lending portfolio.
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Exhibit 2

Coronavirus-related reserve builds continue, albeit at a slower pace
Adjusted pretax profits and loan loss provisions, CHF million
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In case of need, we believe CS will likely continue using additional flexibility in its cost base (Exhibit 3) as guided during its Q2 2020
earnings call, where it aimed for total adjusted costs of around CHF16.0 - CHF16.5 billion for this year. Depending on the development
of the coronavirus pandemic, pressure on pre-provision profitability could increase over the coming quarters as the full effect of the
economic shock gradually unfolds and as credit spreads and market volatility normalize, reducing capital markets earnings. In this
regard, CS's well-managed cost base post restructuring will help shield some of its earnings against the market-induced profitability
strain.

Exhibit 3

Additional flexibility in CS's cost base helps mitigate revenue challenges and additional coronavirus-related charges
Adjusted operating expenses, CHF billion
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Net new money flows in CS’s wealth and asset management businesses stay positive
During the second quarter, CS's wealth and asset management businesses combined recorded net new money inflows of CHF10.4
billion, equivalent to a 2.8% annualized growth rate over year-end 2019 total AuM (Exhibit 4). Outflows in Swiss Private Banking
(CHF1.6 billion) were largely driven by deleveraging in the ultra-high net worth client segment. All other sub segments and regions
recorded net inflows, again speaking to the strength and resilience of CS's underlying global asset and wealth management franchise.

Exhibit 4

Net new asset generation stays positive despite market volatility
Net New Assets (NNA) by region, CHF billion
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Segmental results commentary
Unless indicated otherwise, figures displayed below are on a CS adjusted basis and comparisons are made versus Q2 2019.

Swiss Universal Bank (SUB) reported adjusted pretax profits of CHF687 million, up 21% year-over-year. Adjusted net revenues
increased 8% year-over-year (1% when excluding an equity stake revaluation in Q2 2020 and a special SIX dividend in the prior-
year period), supported by higher net interest income and higher revenues from collaboration with Global Markets and International
Wealth Management – International Trading Solutions. Recurring fee income and transaction based revenues were down 5% and 1%,
respectively. Lower recurring fee income primarily related to Credit Suisse’s investment in Swisscard. Adjusted operating expenses
decreased by 3%. Assets under management (AuM) across the SUB franchise grew 1% year-over-year to CHF629 billion, and increased
5% sequentially, largely reflective of the market recovery following the turmoil caused by the coronavirus outbreak.

International Wealth Management (IWM) reported adjusted pretax profits of CHF316 million, down 27% year-over-year. Within
IWM, Private Banking adjusted pretax profits declined 28% to CHF236 million. Adjusted net revenues decreased 6% to CHF919
million, driven by lower net interest income, recurring and transaction-based revenues. Recurring fees declined in line with AuM, which
were negatively impacted by FX movements. Asset Management recorded 23% lower adjusted pretax profits of CHF80 million, driven
by lower management fees and investment income outweighed performance revenues. IWM saw net new asset (NNA) inflows of
CHF1.8 billion in Private Banking, with solid contributions from emerging markets and Europe, and inflows of CHF4.1 billion in Asset
Management, driven by strong institutional inflows.
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Exhibit 5

Strong Investment Bank and Global Markets support Q2 2020 profits
Credit Suisse Group's adjusted profit before tax by segment, CHF million
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Sources: Company results presentations and financials, Moody's Investors Service

In Asia Pacific (APAC), revenue grew 17% year-over-year while adjusted operating expenses only increased 1%. As a result, the
segment reported a 26% increase in adjusted pretax profits to CHF298 million in the quarter. APAC Wealth Management & Connected
(WM&C) pretax profits fell 43% to CHF123 million, largely owing to a significant increase in provisions for credit losses. Moreover,
revenues from advisory and financing increased 9%, reflecting higher equity-related activities. Unrealized mark-to-market gains on
the fair valued lending portfolio in financing were more than offset by hedge losses. Transaction-based revenues increased 7%, yet not
offset the 9% decline in net interest income and 21% decline in recurring fee revenues. Recurring fees and net interest income were
negatively impacted by FX movements. In APAC Markets, significantly higher fixed income sales & trading revenue (+139%) and equity
sales & trading activities (+18%) contributed to a good segment performance.

Global Markets (GM) reported an adjusted pretax profit of CHF606 million in Q2 2020, up 66% year-over-year. Net revenues
increased 22%, while operating expenses increased 3%. Revenue increases were driven by an increase in fixed income sales and trading
revenue (+51% in US$ terms), driven by high levels of trading and financing activity as well as mark-to-market gains on leverage
finance positions of $107 million (+39% excluding these gains). Higher underwriting revenues (13% in US$ terms) also supported the
result on the back of increased client activity. This compensated lower equity sales and trading revenue (-7% in US$ terms).

Investment Banking and Capital Markets (IBCM) reported an adjusted pretax profit of CHF215 million in the quarter, compared
with a CHF11 million profit in the prior-year quarter. The result was driven by a stronger revenue from debt and equity underwriting
(+83% and +65% in US$ terms), combined with higher advisory revenue (+21% in US$ terms). The increase in advisory revenue largely
reflects an increase in completed M&A transactions. The increase in debt underwriting revenue further benefitted from mark-to-market
gains on the bank's leverage finance book of $107 million. Excluding these gains, debt underwriting revenues were up 33%.

Overall, and excluding mark-to-market recoveries on leveraged loan and underwriting commitments during the second quarter,
CS underperformed its US peers in combined fixed income sales and trading (as reported in Global Markets and APAC Markets; +
49% year-over-year in US$ terms), and also underperformed its US peers in combined equity sales and trading (+2% in US$ terms).
However, CS outperformed its peers in advisory (+21% in US$ terms, excluding APAC). The combined underwriting performance (+50%
in US$ terms, +31% excluding the aforementioned gains in IBCM) was broadly in-line with its peers that reported so far.

The Corporate Center, excluding the Asset Resolution Unit (ARU)12, reported a pretax loss of CHF431 million (incl. ARU CHF507
million), driven by a negative treasury result and higher funding and liquidity costs.
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Moody's related publications
Credit Opinion

» Credit Suisse Group AG, December 2019

Issuer Comments and In-Depth Reports

» Global Investment Banks – US: Q1 2020 Update: Early effects of coronavirus pandemic pinch first quarter profits at US GIBs, April
2020

» Global Investment Banks: Estimated profit hit in coronavirus shock scenario should not take toll on capital, April 2020

» Fintech - Global Investment Banks: GIBs can keep pace with fintechs, but retail banking is most at risk of a digital divide, February
2020

» Outlook for Global Investment Banks Is ‘Stable’ in 2020, Despite Economic Vulnerabilities, January 2020

» Credit Suisse Group AG: Lower break-even point and sustained execution are likely to support rising returns into 2020, December
2019

» Credit Suisse Group AG: Restructured businesses will be more sustainably profitable and have an improved funding profile,
December 2019

» GIBs heighten readiness against constant cyber threat, October 2019

» Sector stratification will relegate some from top flight of capital markets competition, September 2019

» Global Investment Banks - GIBs generally prepared for stress in leveraged lending; degree of impact varies, May 2019

» Global Investment Banks - Readying for Brexit, deal or no deal, January 2019

» Fintech: Most GIBs have means to meet the digital threat, but need agile strategies to respond, November 2018

» Credit Suisse and UBS: Swiss TLAC Regulation Drives Issuance of Loss-Absorbing Debt, Increasing Protection for Senior Creditors,
December 2016

Rating Action

» Moody's affirms Credit Suisse AG's A1 senior unsecured debt and deposit ratings; outlook changed to positive, December 2019

Rating Methodology

» Banks Methodology, November 2019

To access any of these reports, click on the entry above. Note that these references are current as of the date of publication of this
report and that more recent reports may be available. All research may not be available to all clients.
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Endnotes
1 All figures in this report relate to Q2 2020 and comparisons are made to Q2 2019, unless otherwise indicated.

2 The rating shown is Credit Suisse Group AG's long-term senior unsecured debt rating and outlook.

3 The ratings shown are Credit Suisse AG's long-term deposit rating and outlook, its long-term senior unsecured debt rating and outlook and its Baseline
Credit Assessment (BCA).

4 Unless indicated otherwise, figures displayed in this report are on a Credit Suisse Group AG adjusted basis.

5 These totaled approximately CHF188 million across the segments.

6 CHF134 million related to a revaluation of CS's equity investment in Swiss Pfandbriefbank.

7 Including Asia Pacific Markets, Global Markets and Investment Banking & Capital Markets.

8 Numbers may not add up due to rounding differences.

9 By end-2020, before final impact of Basel III reforms.

10 The ratios include CHF104 billion of cash held at central banks, ignoring the temporary exclusion of these amounts by the Swiss regulator for the
computation of the CET1 and Tier 1 leverage ratios. Ratios would be 4.5% and 6.2%, respectively, if excluding.

11 The new IB will integrate Global Markets, Investment Banking & Capital Markets and APAC Markets segments into one global division.

12 Beginning in 2019, the Strategic Resolution Unit has ceased to exist as a separate division of the Group. The residual portfolio remaining as of 31 December
2018 is now managed in an Asset Resolution Unit and is separately disclosed within the Corporate Center.
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